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Following are speeches at Bermuda Refugee Conference

today "by Mr. Harold Willis Dodds, head of the American

Delegation, and the Right Hon. Richard K. Law,

Parliamentary Under Secretary to the Foreign Office,
head of the British Delegation:

Mr. Dodds, addressing the Conference, said;-

I first v/ish to express to the Acting Governor and to the Government arid, people
of Bermuda the sincere appreciation of the American Government and of the American

Delegation to this Conference for the hospitality and courtesies shown to us,

Bermuda has long been known to Americans as one of the most beautiful and legendary

spots of the Y/orld* a place in which good fellowship and friendship may be expected
as a matter of course, I personally cherish many happy memories of visits to

Bermuda under more peaceful and less trying conditions. It is pleasant to find

that the special bonds created between the British Empire, of which Bermuda is a.

part, and the United States, by this common struggle against the enemies of

civilisation, have further strengthened the ties of friendship betvreen our peoples.
We all hope to return again to Bermuda, when our purpose in this war has been

achieved,
.

»

It is no easy tank which confronts the Conference, The magnitude of this

problem and the difficulties attendant upon any completely satisfactory solution

of it have, I believe, on the whole been underestimated, One thing is certain.

We approach this problem v/ith the conviction that every possible effort must be made

to find the best possible solution which can be presented to all of the United

Nations for decisions. There can be no doubt of the good will and intention of the

British and American Governments, nor of the delegations representing these

Governments, What can be done will be-done.

History records many instances of refugee migrations caused by oppression and

tyranny, but nowhere can be found a more terrible record than that of Nazi Germany,
Since the present German Government came into power in 1933 its policy has been

founded consistently upon the pattern of brutal subjection, persecution, pillage and

murder of small nations and religious and racial minorities. There is no need to

dwell at length upon this subject. The facts are knov;n to all the civilian peoples

of the world.

From the Inception of the present refugee policy the British and American

Governments have, in close consultation, endeavoured to alleviate in every possible

and practicable manner the unhappy plight of these unfortunate peoples. These -

measures have not been confined to private effort. They have included the

activities of the Inter-Governmental Committee which was established in 1938, as a

result of the Evian Confereance summoned by President Roosevelt, The activities

of this Committee were considerable. It night well have arrived at a satisfactory
solution of the problem as it then existed had not the war intervened.

The war has had a two-fold effect upon the refugee situation. It has not

only deepened the miseries of the peoples under German rule and augmented the diffi-

culties of any attempt to relieve their suffering, but has also created a wider

problem of other populations and individuals who as a result of Nazi barbarism are

in a plight calling for all of our sympathy, consideration, and concrete action where

this is practicable, Germany's ambition under Nazi ideology has resulted in a

calculated policy of oppression and extermination, the effects of which extend far

beyond the territories actually■under its ruthless heel. This creates the necessity
for all possible assistance to such helpless peoples, and it is under these condi-

tions and v/ith this purpose that this Conference convenes, :
*

■

The primary fact which must be borne in mind throughout these deliberations is

that we are now in the middle of a -bitterly contested war. We know that we will

win this war, but we also that v;e cannot rela.x for one instant our determination

to concentrate our maximum effort- upon its vigorous prosecution. Any other thought
would not only be foolish; it would be criminal. It would constitute a betrayal,
not of our countries or of the effort of the United Nations, but of civilisation.

Complete and final victory will, of course
t

afford a sure and final solution to the

refugee problem. We fervently hope that in the better world which will arise such

problems nay never again return to harass civilisation, /Despite
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D.cspite these manifest limitations there* is much that can and must he done,
and I believe this Conference will he successful in its. endeavours to survey the

problem as it exists today. It is naturally impossible for mo at this time to

forecast the probable course of our "deliberations. One thing is certain, and that

is that the problem is too groat for solution by the two Governments here

represented. The co-operation of others.must be solicited. Our task will be to

paint the way and to offer such definite proposals as may be possible under war

conditions and in the light of what the war effort of the United Nations will

permit.

It might bo well at this point to mention some of the efforts already made on

behalf of these people.

No, 1 - The participation of the United States in joint and several declarations

of official condemnation of the policies and acts of the -Axis Governments-and their

satellites in oppressing and persecuting religious, racial and political minorities*

No, 2 - The appropriation and expenditure of large amounts of public and

private funds for the relief of persons suffering oppression and persecution

Becanse of their racial origin or religious or political Beliefs* o’

No, 3 - The application of the Immigration Laws of the United States in the

utmost liberal and humane spirit of those laws,

No, 4 - The call by the President of the United States of the first Inter-

governmental Conference at Evian - London in 1938 for the purpose of seeking a

solution of problems.

No, 5 -Pronyadvont of the Hitler regime to June 30 1942 American diplomatic

'and consular officers issued 547,775 visas to persons who wore natives or nationals

of the countries now dominated by Axis Powers, A great majority of these persons

were refugees from Nazi oppression and persecution, a total of aO6,9°A visas

wore issued during the war years 1939-1942. -

No. 6
- The United States authorised over '5,000 visas for permanent

residence here to refugee children coming from Franco, Spain, and Portugal under

arrangements By which contain private persons and organisations in the United

States would Be responsible for their ca.ro* Visas, wore also authorised for the

parents accompanying them in certain cases.

No, 7 - Considerable sums of money have Been made a.variable oy American

Red Cross and from other American sources to the American Ambassador at Madrid

for the care of refugees'now in Spain ponding their evacuation.

No 8 - The American Red Cross and other American organisations have

provided assistance for refugees who have Been aßle to roach otner neutral

countries* "i ;UUUj).UXICi3» •■•■ ..A',-

At this time I would like to express our full recognition^cf
;

the turdon

assumed under- the most difficult .circumstances By his Britannic Majesty's .
™menfin their efforts to alleviate the lot of those who have fallen innocent

victims to the cruel philosophy of Nazi Germany#
, *,

.
.

Wo rosoenize with appreciation what has already boon accomplished by this

othor groat democracy, and realize fully that th“e
® *r

yt

during a period when the British Empire ’was faced with the alternative of total

victory or of total extinction*
.

. ,.victory ox ox wucu

We also arc fully confident that the British Government, in

foundpossible.
MR. RICHARD K. LAW'S SPEECH FOR BRITISH DELEGATION
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Mr. Law, addressing the Conference, said;-
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To this ms added the Governor’s invitation, during o -
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guests of the' Government and. people of Bermuda.
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For hundreds of years the United States of .America ha.s heen the haven of refugees

">nd a land of opportunity for those mho have fled from oppression of one kind or another,

religious, social or economic, in their native Europe*

Against the hideous background of Nazi tyranny that tradition of hospitality has

been fully maintained, and there must be hundreds of thousands of refugees, from Germany
and Occupied Europe who are how living as free men and women in the great western

Republic,

We can fairly say:, too, of the British Empire, that in these tragic years we have

for our part, shouldered- tremendous burdens in order' to give refuge and afford hospitality
to those whose homes have been wrecked and’whose lives have been tortured by the cruel

abitronent. of Totalitarian war.

I do not want to go into any detail, but it is worth- remembering that there are

today within British and British Mandated Territories some hundreds of thousands of

human beings who have boon taken in, who have been fed and clothed and given protection

during the past*four or five years.

It is worth remembering that, this has been done at a time when we have been strained

to the utmost in every sinew and every nerve, first, when we were fighting for our lives

as we have never fought before, and when we wore standing alone against the whole might
and terror of Nazidom; then as an armed camp which now forms the base for the offensive

operations up>on which victory’against Germany depends.

I think that both the United States delegation or the British Delegation hay well

.hj proud of what has been done by their respective countries in the face of the tremendous

problem. Nevertheless, it seems to His Majesty's Government that the problem in its

wider aspects is one which is beyond the power of any one nation, or indeed of any two

nations to solve.

It seemod to us that this is a problem-which heceforward could only be tackled with

any hope of substantial success on the basis of a common effort by the United Nations;
that this is a world problem of which the solution must be a world solution.

But certainly nothing could be better than that we should seek first of all co-

operation with the United States Government and that we should seek with them to explore
che possibilities of a solution, however limit .that solution nay have to be.

End in present circumstances., while we are still fighting for our lives, any

solution is bound to be limited.

This is the origin of our present discussions, I am confident"that in our talks

here we shall increase in both Delegations in our understanding of each other*s

difficulties and the efforts which each of cur great countries has been making.

We shall also benefit from each other’s' experience in seeking* by a common effort,
to carry further the work that has already, been done.

We are hopeful that two things at least we shall be able to achieve* >r Where joint

action may be possible we may hope to lay tho- foundations for such action. Where other .
countries may be involved - and since this is not a national problem but an international

problem other countries arc inevitably involved - we may be able to work out tentatively

some basis for wider international discussion with a view to wider international

organisation and action.

We of the British Delegation, are delighted to meet here the representatives of the

united States, We feel that your .president has shown his personal continuing interest

in the refugee problem by inviting as his representatives throe men each with a long and

distinguished record in many fields of Hunan endeavour.

It is no mere formality on my part when- I say that we look forward with pleasure
to our discussions and to the benefit of the wide experience and wisdom which our friend <-

from the United States will bring to our consultations.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION,
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I need hardly say that this, too, was accepted with the deepest appreciation;

On behalf of ray fellow delegates from the United Kingdom and all the members of

the British Delegation, I would ask the Acting Governor to convey to the legislature
cf Bermuda, our most sincere thanks for their kindness, for the warmth of their welcome,
and for all the arrangements for the convenience of our work here which have been so

thoughtfully provided by the officials concerned.

The problem which has brought us here' is one of long standing, * In its present
hideous form it has existed from 1933 when the Nazi Government assumed power in

Germany, ..It has .been grievously exacerbated by the war.

Prom the earliest days the united States of America hove taken the greatest
interest in the problem. It was on the initiative of President Roosevelt that the

Evian conference was summoned and the intergovernmental committee set up. If the

results achieved by the inter-governmental committee fall far short of the immensity of

the problem, it was not the fault of those who inspired it or cf those who sought to

make it work.

Events took charge, and the endeavours of the committee wore overwhelmed by the

avalanche .

In recent months the situation has gravely deteriorated. There is no doubt that

the German Government has embarked upon a deliberate policy of extermination of

minorities, apolitical, religious, and racial, which are conceived by the Nazis to

stand in the 'way of their insane ambitions.

Je are faced today with an immense problem. There is, indeed, only one solution

and that is the victory of the United Nations,

When that victory has been achieved, then tins persecution will be ended and then

these who have organized it and who have carried it out will be subjected to the

punishment which they have earned and to the dire penalties Which are waiting for them.

I have said that the only solution to this terrible problem is to be found in the

victory of our arms, and I believe this to be true.

I believe that it is of the utmost importance that we should all of us understand

this truth, I believe, above all, that it is of the utmost importance that the

persecuted peoples themselves should understand this truth, and that they should not

be betrayed by false or premature hopes of what may be possible; into the belief that

aid is coming to them, when in fact we are unable to give them immediate succour.

We have to remember that we are fighting a grim and bitter war, of which the issue

has yet to be decided, We have to remember that if we 7/ere to lose the war, everything
would be lost and that the persecution .of the peoples of Europe would be intensified a

thousandfold,
.

. •

Tie mist ta.ke great care to see that we are not betrayed by our feelings of humanity
and compassion, into courses of action which at best would postpone the day of liberation,
and at worst might make liberation for ever impossible,

„

There are no doubt a’number of things which we might attempt to. .alleviate the

condition of the persecuted peoples, but if any one of those things were to postpone by

a month the achievement of victory, we should be doing an ill service to those very

people whom we wish to help.

That is the governing factor in the situation today, and it is well that we'should

not forget it. Nevertheless there is a growing conviction in the United Kingdom and ■
I feel sure that the same conviction exists in the United States - that all really

practicable means consistent with the effective prosecution of the war must be explored

for saving what can be saved, and for helping those who can be reached by cur help.

It is an appalling spectacle .which the world is witnessing, and neither the

American people nor the British people would be true to their own characters if they

watched it unmoved, if they did not make ever - effort that was humanly possible to

alleviate the situation.

We are, of course, aware that the United States has made very great efforts before

the outbreak of war and since September 1939; to solve this problem and to mitigate "the

horrors of its impact.*

/per
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